Preamble
This is a dual language (French and English) book that includes the papers presented at a seminar held in Lyon, France, December 9 – 11, 1977; the two Editors were the organisers and chairmen of the meeting. It is the first text to be devoted to multi-centre trials.

Aims
Every year many drugs or drug combinations are screened and evaluated in order to estimate their potential therapeutic utility. Likewise new surgical, psychotherapeutic, or biophysical procedures are designed. Only a few will – or should – pass successfully throughout the strict control process consisting of animal experiments followed by clinical evaluation. To succeed the very last step of this time and money consuming process is a prerequisite for a treatment to be used routinely for clinical purposes. This book was edited in such a way that anybody looking for an introduction in the growing field of large multicenter controlled trial can find the basic ideas he needs to work on. Contributors from European Countries and United States met together to pool their experiences. The subjects reported cover the most important principles and practical questions of this rapidly evolving matter: how to plan, to carry on and to analyse a randomised intervention clinical trial (Introduction, pages 15 and 16).
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